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Introduction

The saying “time-is-money” is cliché. That doesn’t make it any less true. Most IT professionals intuitively
understand there’s a relationship between time and money. They rarely see the storage system correlation.
Storage performance, density, flexibility, and availability all have a major impact on the one non-renewable
resource of time. Time directly correlates to money. But generally, when it comes to the storage used by
their applications they tend to look only at the price/performance. Not cost/performance. Opportunity
costs are not included in that cost/performance calculation either.
Those are myopic errors of momentous proportions. That may seem hyperbolic. It is not. There’s actual
empirical, provable, and repeatable evidence that these storage factors completely change the cost
calculations. Too many IT managers, vendors, and accountants dismiss these factors as soft costs and too
hard to calculate. They are more difficult to calculate but are no less important and quite real with actual
studies that demonstrate it.
As far back as 1982 (and reiterated in 1997) IBM published “The Economic Value of Rapid Response Time.”
Their research revealed a very close tie between application response time, productivity, and financial
results. This is called the Doherty Threshold. The Doherty Threshold revealed when a computer,
applications, and users interact at a pace where neither has to wait on the other, productivity soars.
Additionally, the quality of their work also tends to improve. Other findings from the study determined
application response times less than or equal to 400ms were addictive. This resulted in productivity gains
of more than 2X, or task completion in less than half the time.
Modern applications such as artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML), deep machine learning
(DML), HPC applications, big data lake analytics, high frequency trading, IoT, video analytics, data
warehouses, OLAP, molecular analysis, protein analysis, energy, flow, EDA, and more are generally at the
mercy of their storage performance. Far too often the application and its users are waiting on the storage
performance, or lack thereof.
Delays are frustrating to users, but the consequences are worse. Users become distracted, disengaged, and
much less productive. That IBM study determined the maximum acceptable response time is 3 seconds.
Anything longer and productivity falls off a cliff. Time is money. Analytics of all types take significantly longer
to provide valuable and actionable insights. These insights lose value and become stale the longer it takes
to achieve them. Time is money. Product development, new discoveries, and breakthroughs take longer
delaying time-to-market. That delay results in permanently lost revenue, market share, and profits. Time is
money.
It’s all about time and money. Storage performance, density, flexibility, and availability are proving to be
crucial drivers in how they affect both time and money. The financial value is surprisingly large.
Readers of the paper will learn more about the correlation between time and money. More importantly,
readers will learn how the highly innovative Pavilion HyperParallel Data PlatformTM radically saves
enormous amounts of both time and money. More than any other storage system in the market today.
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Storage Performance
Storage performance is an essential key to saving time. Better performance reduces the
application time required to complete an operation. Reducing that time accelerates
outcomes, insights, and time to market. All of which have a major impact on revenues
and/or reduction in cost.
Storage performance is generally categorized as latency, IOPS (I/Os per second), and throughput and each
of these categories is highly nuanced.
Storage Latency
Latency is another term for delay. It’s the amount of time for something to occur. Storage
latency is the amount of time it takes for a storage read or write to occur. This is a very
important aspect of storage performance. Measuring latency among storage vendors varies.
The best way to measure storage latency is to start from the moment the request is issued to
the storage layer, then stop when the requested read data arrives or confirmation the data is stored on the
drive. There is first byte latency which is the latency of the first byte of the requested data. And then there’s
tail latency, which as the name suggests is the latency of when the last byte arrives. Tail latency is more
important for messaging applications requiring synchronization. These are common in high performance
compute (HPC) MPIO applications.
IOPS without latency measurements are meaningless. Latency dictates individual IO operation
responsiveness. Take a storage system or SDS that produces 1,000,000 IOPS at 1ms of average latency.
That’s a somewhat mediocre performance. If the average latency required is closer to 200µs, that storage
system or SDS may only be able to deliver 200,000 IOPs.
There are many storage system latency bumps in the IO path from the application to the storage and back.
From the external network interconnect to the storage system storage stack, internal interconnect, media,
and back again. Minimizing that end-to-end latency is non-trivial.
The importance of consistent and predictable latency cannot be overstated. Inconsistent latency returns
inconsistent response times. Just as IBM’s study showed the economic value of rapid response time,
inconsistent response time leads to excessive user frustration.
Take a simple example of an eCommerce website. When the customer has an uneven experience with some
web pages loading quickly and others showing buffering, especially the checkout pages, they are much
more likely to abandon their cart. That’s a loss of business, revenues, and profits.
A bigger example comes from the world of finance. More specifically, high frequency trading. Latency is so
important with these high frequency trading systems that the stock exchanges gives every brokerage, hedge
fund, fintech, and quant that has a system in their data center, the exact same length of cable. This is so no
company has a speed-of-light latency advantage to the stock exchange trading system. In these
applications, milliseconds (ms) equals millions USD. Inconsistent latency can cause wild swings in profits
and losses.
Delivering consistent low storage latency is hard. Doing so at scale is harder and extremely rare,
hamstringing many modern applications today. Consistently low storage latency translates into faster
application performance and response times. Time-is-money.
Storage IOPS
IOPS are the number of I/Os per second a system can provide at a specific latency.
Not all IOPS are created equal. The number of IOPS is also dependent on the payload
size of each I/O. Storage systems will generally be able to provide more IOPS when
the size is smaller. There is no standardized storage IOPS measurement; however,
the vast majority of storage systems’ IOPS are based on 4K IOPS. That is the defacto
standard. If an application requires larger I/Os such as 32K or 64K, the number of potential IOPS from that
storage system will be less.
Knowing the I/O payload required is essential when measuring storage IOPS performance. When the only
IOPS numbers available are the 4K payloads, there is no direct translation to the other payloads. However,
a general rule-of-thumb can provide a ballpark idea. Take the payload required and divide it by 4K. Then
take that number and divide it into the 4K IOPS number. This provides an approximation of that payloads
IOPS. For example: if the 4K IOPS are 10 million and the payload IOPS being sought are 32K. Calculating a
general approximate 32K IOPS number looks like this: 10,000,000/(32K/4K) = 1.25 million 32K IOPS. This
rule of thumb is nowhere near exact nor should it be taken as fact. It’s just an approximation.
Another IOPS factor is the protocol. Block protocols will always have higher IOPS than file or object
protocols. File and object add latency in front of block that decreases the number of IOPS.
Then there are different types of IOPS. There are read, write, and a mix of the two expressed as random
IOPS. The random mix is an attempt to approximate what is seen in the real world, which is very difficult.
Most storage random IOPS are 4K with a mix of 30% writes and 70% reads. That doesn’t approximate any
specific environment, especially an environment where there are a lot of different applications with
different payloads, reads, and writes. It’s a nice to know, while not especially correlative.
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Lastly, there is IOPS consistency. It’s one thing to measure IOPS in a pristine environment using IOmeter.
It’s quite another when there are multiple applications hitting the storage concurrently. Every storage
system has a controller or controllers. Each controller has hard limits on performance. Most storage systems
have one or two controllers. Some have more controllers via scale-out. Note that scale-out adds some
latency and rarely scales performance linearly. There are exceptions. More on that later.
Few storage systems have been able to provide the consistent low latency IOPS demanded by so many
modern applications. This is a very difficult problem to solve. More difficult yet is scaling those IOPS. Feeding
hungry applications with enough low latency IOPS is a problem for modern applications that need tens of
millions of storage IOPS to keep up. Failing to deliver these IOPS slows down the application, response
times, productivity, and results correlating into $ millions (USD) losses. Time-is-money
Storage Throughput
Throughput is the amount of data that can be read or written by the
storage system in a fixed period of time. It is typically measured in GB/s.
Throughput is very important for analytics of all types, AI, ML, DML, and
HPC. It is the most useful storage measurement for file system and object storage.
Many HPC applications use parallel file systems such as Spectrum Scale, Lustre, BeeGFS, Panasas, and pNFS.
Throughput is paramount to their application performance. And yet, current parallel file system and object
performance are not keeping up with HPC application throughput requirements that are growing
exponentially.
The consequences of storage throughput not keeping up are slower application processing, slower response
times, higher costs, less timely results, and stale insights. Consider a weather forecasting HPC application
that can accurately predict tomorrow’s weather. This is not a hypothetical. The application exists. But if it
can’t finish processing all the data and variables necessary for three days, there is no value. Time-is-money.
Obstacles to Storage Performance
Achieving storage performance required by so many modern applications is
non-trivial. There are many hurdles to overcome. First is the storage
controller CPU.
Storage controllers that skimp on the latest CPUs and memory can suffer
performance bottlenecks. Unfortunately, CPU performance growth has
slowed significantly over the last decade. Many storage vendors were
counting on Moore’s Law, which has declined precipitously.
Moore’s law is not really a law. It was an observation. It originally stated that the number of transistors in
a CPU chip doubled every 18 months. Over the years that devolved into every 2 years. More recently it has
slowed even more. Chip lithography shrinkage is pretty close to hitting the quantum physics wall. Gains
have slowed. This has slowed storage controller performance increases. Storage vendors have to figure out
ways to increase the storage controller’s performance even as the CPU performance increases have slowed
to a crawl.
Another performance issue comes from overcoming the PCI Express (PCIe) slot limitations in the storage
controller. All CPUs have hard PCIe slot limitations. Some are required for external interconnect while
others are required for internal interconnect. This has become a problem as NVMe SSDs have become the
storage performance media of choice. Most storage controllers are limited to no more than 24 NVMe SSDs
based on dual socket CPUs. That quickly becomes a storage density problem. Many vendors have attempted
to solve the controller limitation problem with scale out. Scale-out requires a very high speed dedicated
external interconnect. Scale-out of low storage density systems does not fix the storage density problem.
The storage controller PCIe issues are not just limited to slots, but bandwidth as well. Each PCIe slot has a
throughput limitation. Gen3 PCIe is throughput constrained at approximately 32GB/s of bandwidth. Gen4
PCIe has twice the bandwidth at approximately 64GB/s. That means the storage controller must have at a
bare minimum PCIe Gen3 to handle 100Gbps external and internal interconnect speeds. (See table below.)
Interface

Intro Date

Transfer Rate

Total B/W

Encoding

PCIe 1.0

2003

2.5 GT/S

8 GB/s

64 Gb/s

8b/10b

PCIe 2.0

2007

5 GT/s

16 GB/s

128 Gb/s

8b/10b

PCIe 3.0

2010

8 GT/s

~ 32 GB/s

~ 256 Gb/s

128b/130b

PCIe 4.0

2017

16 GT/s

~ 64 GB/s

~ 512 Gb/s

128b/130b

PCIe 5.0

2019

32 GT/s

~ 128 GB/s

~ 1024 Gb/s

128b/130b

PCIe 6.0

2021

64 GT/s

~ 256 GB/s

~ 2048 Gb/s

PAM-4

Note: GT/s is giga-transfers per second.
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Engineering around and through all of these issues are paramount in delivering the performance required
today by modern applications. Higher performance reduces time consumed by storage. Time-is-money.

Storage Density
Substance density is its mass per unit volume. Storage density is similar in that
it is the amount of storage and storage performance per unit volume. It’s
measured by capacity and performance.
Storage Capacity Density
Capacity density is the amount of raw capacity per rack unit or TB/RU. It’s how
much capacity can be crammed into a rack unit or rack.
Storage Performance Density
Performance density is the amount or number of IOPS/RU and throughput/RU. Storage density
measurements are also calculated per rack.
Why Storage Density Matters
Storage density matters because of the high cost of data centers. Data centers have a lot of fixed overhead
that is not directly tied to any specific system or application. Everything from power, cooling (HVAC),
uninterruptable power supplies (UPS), raised floors, faraday cages, racks, cabling, the IT department, and
much more. A common way to allocate those fixed overhead costs are to divide them by the total number
of rack units in the data center. This enables a simple and relatively correlated way to charge that overhead
to specific systems. Systems that take up excessive RUs are going to have a larger allocated fixed overhead
cost, which is non-trivial.
Data centers have a hard fixed limit when it comes to space. That limit can be constrained by physical space,
power limitations available to the data center, or even HVAC limitations. Every data center system’s physical
size, power, and cooling requirements consume those precious data center resources. Fewer is better and
less costly. No IT professional wants to be the one that brings in a new system that doesn’t fit in the available
rack space, can’t be powered, exceeds the UPS capabilities, or overwhelms the HVAC.
This may seem trivial to the uninformed, but a new data center will cost $ millions USD. Consider that just
building a new data center ranges from $200 - $1,000 per square foot. That does not include anywhere near
all of the data center costs.
More importantly, higher storage density saves time. It reduces infrastructure including the number of
racks, ports, cables, transceivers, conduit, network switches, power, cooling, etc. That infrastructure
reduction does not just translate into capital and operating expenditure savings. It translates into
considerable saved time for management, operations, maintenance, troubleshooting, patching, and
upgrading.
Many storage systems provide performance with marginal density, which costs too much in terms of space.
Several scale out to increase performance but end up consuming entire racks of space in the data center.
Since stored data continues to grow exponentially, storage density has an underestimated impact on costs.
This is why storage density has become so important. In physics, time and space are intertwined as
spacetime. By correlation then, space is also money.

Storage Flexibility
Storage flexibility has three crucial aspects: storage types, storage network protocols, and
storage scalability.
Storage Types
There are several storage types including block, file, object, and parallel file. Each have its own
characteristics. Block is the most basic and what’s used to communicate to the media. Block is also
considered the fastest transactionally. File is the simplest but slower with higher latencies than block.
Object is considered the most scalable but slowest and highest latency storage type. Parallel file is designed
specifically for massive throughput for HPC, AI, and big data analytics.
Storage Network Protocols
Complicating those storage types are the external interconnect storage network protocols. There are
generally three different physical interconnects including Ethernet (Enet), InfiniBand (IB), and Fibre Channel
(FC). Enet is by far the most ubiquitous capturing more market share every day. IB is more of a clustering
interconnect with some storage specifically in high performance computer (HPC) environments. FC is a
legacy interconnect with rapidly declining market share. It is currently rarely found outside of Enterprise
accounts.
Enet bandwidth is broad, including 1, 10, 25, 40, 50, 100, 200, and 400 Gbps. IB bandwidth includes 40, 56,
100, 200, and 400 Gbps. FC has the lowest bandwidth today with 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 Gbps.
There are several common block, file, and object storage networking protocols. Block networking protocols
fall into legacy and Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA). RDMA reduces latency by communicating
Dragon Slayer Consulting • Pavilion Data © All rights reserved 2021, confidential & proprietary
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between the initiator and the target ensuring sufficient memory is available on the target side for the
amount of data being sent. It bypasses the CPU. Legacy block protocols include Fibre Channel Protocol or
FCP (SCSI protocol over FC) or iSCSI (SCSI protocol over TCP/IP). There is overhead with both of these
protocols that increase latency and response time.
The RDMA storage networking protocols are newer with stunningly lower latency. They take standard Nonvolatile Memory Express (NVMe) protocols originally designed for in-computer direct attached storage
(DAS), and uses RDMA over fabric (oF) to make them networkable. NVMe-oF works on Ethernet NVMeoF/RoCE (RDMA over Converged Ethernet), NVMe-oF/IB, NVMe-oF/FC, and NVMe-oF/TCP. NVMe-oF on
RoCE and IB provide near equivalent latencies to internal Direct Access Storage (DAS) inside a server. NVMeoF on FC and TCP are slightly higher.
File storage protocols are split between transactional and parallel. Both utilize TCP/IP. The former includes
NFS (Network File System) and SMB (Server Message Block). The later includes open source parallel NFS or
pNFS, Lustre, and several proprietary parallel file protocols such as Spectrum Scale (a.k.a. GPFS). Object
storage protocols are RESTful/HTTP also utilizing TCP/IP. The market defacto standard for object storage
protocol is Amazon’s S3.
TCP/IP adds substantial latency to file, parallel file, and object storage protocols. However, since NFS, pNFS,
and object can utilize NVMe-oF/TCP, their latency overhead can be reduced considerably.
Here’s the issue, modern applications are not monolithic. They have different storage requirements. Some
need block, some need file, some need object, and some need parallel file storage. It is relatively common
to find all of these requirements in the same organization. Each protocol has quite different characteristics.
Most IT organizations implement multiple types of storage systems to meet these requirements. This causes
data storage silos and consumes a lot of rack and floor space. That’s a small part of the problem. Each
storage system has its own interface and way of doing things. This translates into separate training, admins,
operations, management, troubleshooting, patching, upgrading, etc., consuming a lot more time and
significantly more cost. And each storage system has its own tech refresh paradigm adding yet more cost.
Some storage vendors have attempted to solve this problem by making their storage systems multiprotocol. Most are generally block and file. A few are file and object. Fewer yet are block, file, and object.
None include parallel file in their multiprotocol. Most of these storage systems are optimized for one
protocol. Each protocol contests for the same storage controller resources. Both front end resources
coming in over the external interconnect network and internal resources CPU, memory, and I/O to the
media. These resources have hard limits leading to contention. Contention adds latency. That increased
latency by definition reduces performance. Storage vendors have historically depended on Moore’s law to
bail them out with increasingly capable CPUs and memory. Moore’s Law may not exactly be dead, but it
appears to be in hospice.
Modern applications mandate storage protocol flexibility. Providing them without compromising
performance, redundant storage systems, or consuming more rack space is a non-trivial task at best.
Storage type flexibility in providing more storage types saves space and time. Space and time are money.
Storage Scalability
To handle the needs of modern applications, storage must scale both capacity and performance. Storage
systems can typically scale capacity. Performance is another story. As previously discussed, storage
performance is hard limited by the storage controllers. The only way to overcome that limitation is be able
to add more storage controllers. It’s generally done by scaling out. Scaling out can be done via cluster (block
or file), global namespace (file and object), or via a parallel file system. There are limits to how many storage
controllers can added to any specific system depending on whether the architecture is shared or shared
nothing.
A major scale-out problem is that it exacerbates storage density limitations. Every additional storage
controller or node to the system adds rack sprawl. It proliferates compute, capacity, rack space, power,
cooling, initiator ports, switch ports, cables, cable management, transceivers, conduit, troubleshooting, and
all-around complexity. It also amplifies storage density issues. This is directly related to making data
available when a storage controller node fails. Keeping that data often requires making copies that consume
more capacity. All of this costs time, space, and money.

Storage Availability
Storage availability is obviously pretty important. Non-availability
means the applications come to a screeching halt. Significant
swaths of time are lost. The cost of downtime is enormous. Lost
productivity, lost revenues, lost reputation, lost customers, lost
time in getting to market. Most storage systems have built-in
redundancy features designed to maintain availability such as
parity RAID, multi-copy mirroring, or erasure coding, and activeactive storage controllers, snapshots, and replication. Many
Dragon Slayer Consulting • Pavilion Data © All rights reserved 2021, confidential & proprietary
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storage system vendors tout their high availability. High-end systems even assert five or six nines of
availability.
The problem with these assertions is that they rarely mean availability without performance loss.
Availability means much more than just the system being available in the event of a component or media
failure. The underlying assumption is that availability at reduced performance is preferable to downtime.
It’s a false choice. Both are bad with one – downtime – worse than reduced performance availability.
Storage system availability capabilities definitely reduce performance when activated.
Take the example of a failed drive. Parity RAID drive rebuilds are storage controller CPU intensive. Rebuilds
can cut a storage system’s performance in half during the drive rebuild. As drive capacities have increased
to as much as 30+ TBs drive rebuild times have increased by orders of magnitude. Drive rebuilds used to
take minutes. Now they take several hours, or even days. SSD rebuilds are faster than HDDs and they’re still
not generally very fast. When a second drive fails concurrently, storage system performance frequently
drops in half again as that drive is also rebuilt.
Erasure coding is another good example of an availability feature causing performance degradation. Erasure
coding is also very CPU intensive, but unlike RAID it degrades performance with every write and read. This
is because those writes are broken down into multiple blocks on different drives and storage controllers or
nodes. Reads need to be put back together or reconstituted. This takes CPU cycles and adds latency to every
write and every read.
Storage data availability a.k.a. storage data protection, is commonly handled with snapshots and
replication. Snapshots have been a boon to storage data protection, devops, testdev, and data sharing.
However, snapshots and replication are very storage controller resource intensive. Reads and writes slow
down when a snapshot is being taken. The good news is that snapshots take only a few seconds whereas
replication depends on the bandwidth between the initiator and replicated system. Limiting the application
performance and response times degradation requires regulating the number and timing of
snapshots/replication.
But perhaps the biggest area of availability performance degradation comes when a storage controller fails.
And they do fail, albeit infrequently. When a controller fails, the second controller in an active-active pair
takes over all of the traffic from the first controller plus its own. When each storage controller is running
less than 50% of its resources, it can potentially take over the workload of the failed storage controller
without impacting performance.
However, when either of those controllers are running at more than 50%, failures will conspicuously
degrade application performance. If one controller is operating at 70% and the other at 75%, there is going
to be a severe shortage of storage controller resources when one controller fails. Performance will suffer
pointedly for all applications using that storage system. If both storage controllers are running at or near
100%, a storage controller failure will cause a massive drop in performance.
The technical term for this is known as a BLIVET. The term gained popularity in WWII. It means 10 pounds
of stuff in a 5-pound bag. It simply doesn’t fit.
Storage availability performance is critical to consistent and persistent application response time. Reduced
storage availability performance equates into slower application response times, lower productivity, fewer
tasks completed, and longer time to market. Time-is-money.

How the Pavilion Hyperparallel Data Platform Solves These Problems
Pavilion is the first storage system to efficiently and effectively tackle every one of these problems with the
Pavilion HyperParallel Data Platform, which consists of the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash ArrayTM and
Pavilion HyperOSTM.
The Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array is a unique scale-up and scale out
multiprotocol storage system. It’s a compact, extremely high-performance, very
dense, incredibly flexible, and highly available 4 RU system. A deeper look at the
Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array architecture shows how Pavilion is uniquely
solves the storage performance, density, flexibility, and availability issues.
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Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array
The Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array solves the storage controller performance bottleneck
by architecting an unreal 2 to 20 controllers per 4 RU system. There are also up to 72 U.2
NVMe SSD slots. Those NVMe SSDs can range from 3.2TB to 30TB 3D TLC drives. That totals
up to 1.1PB or 2.2PB raw capacity per array. Or put another way, the capacity density in the
Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array is up to 550TB/RU. The controllers and NVMe SSDs are
internally interconnected via redundant 6.1Tbps PCIe switches.
Each Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array are truly multi-storage type and multi-storage
protocol. It supports up to (40) 40/100Gbps Enet or IB ports, which is 10/RU. It can also
support up to (10) 200Gbps Enet or IB ports instead. Each Enet port is multi-protocol
supporting NVMe-oF/RoCE, NVMe-oF/TCP, iSCSI. and NFS v3, v4, and pNFS.
One thing that makes the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array storage protocol unique is its
ability to dedicate one or more of the 20 possible controllers to a specific protocol. All of this translates into
incredible performance and performance density.
Standard Storage
Protocol
Performance
Block
Block Latency

Performance

Performance Density

Max Reads

Max Writes

Max
Reads/RU

Max
Writes/RU

Max
Reads/Rack

Max
Writes/Rack

20M IOPS

5M IOPS

5M IOPS

1.25M IOPS

200M IOPS

50M IOPS

120 GBps

90 GBps

30 GBps

22.5 GBps

1.2 TBps

900 GBps

@ 100 µsec

@ 25 µsec

@ 100 µsec

@ 25 µsec

@ 100 µsec

@ 25 µsec

File

90 GBps

56 GBps

22.5 GBps

14 GBps

900 GBps

560 GBps

Object

80 GBps

35 GBps

20 GBps

8.75 GBps

800 GBps

350 GBps

Global Namespace
File

75 GBps

50 GBps

17.5 GBps

12.5 GBps

700 GBps

500 GBps

Global Namespace
Object

60 GBps

40 GBps

15 GBps

10 GBps

600 GBps

400 GBps

The Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array supports Spectrum Scale, Lustre, and BeeGFS. This extreme highperformance support is clearly illustrated when the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array connected to
Spectrum Scale NSDs. It demonstrated an astounding 95GBps read throughput and an unprecedented
85GBps write throughput in a single chassis, which scales linearly with each additional chassis. That equates
into 23.75GBps per RU reads and 21.21GBps per RU writes.
Important to note Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array performance test result are not just max performance.
They are also sustained, persistent, consistent, and predictable performance. That type of performance is
essential and critical to AI-machine learning, analytics, and mixed workloads in virtual machine and
container environments such as VMware, KVM, Hyper-V, AHV, and Kubernetes containers.
When it comes to parallel file systems, the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array support is unprecedented. It
supports several major parallel file systems such as Spectrum Scale, Lustre, and BeeGFS. The Pavilion
HyperParallel Flash Array has additionally created significant flexibility by putting standard Kubernetes
containers inside in the latest Hyper OS 3.0. This enables global namespaces for NFS and S3 and potentially
other applications. Placing containers within the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array substantially reduces
speed of light latency by the shortened physical distance between container application and HyperParallel
Flash Array high-performance storage. This pointedly increases throughput and/or IOPS.
Pavilion has blown away many of the CPU problems through the clever implementation of those 20
controllers in a 4 RU system. It empowers exceptional flexibility, scalability, and availability. Here’s how.
To overcome multi-storage-type performance and functionality compromises or multi-rack sprawl,
controllers are dedicated to block, file, or object
eliminating compromises. Eliminating runaway storage
rack and floor space consumption, Pavilion HyperParallel
Flash Array density is just the first step. It scales-in for
unparalleled density and scales-out to span multiple
controllers within a Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array. It
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can span across multiple controllers in multiple systems. Whether the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array
scales inward or out, the performance scales linearly.
Those numerous controllers also provide a new level of availability, without performance degradation so
common in most storage systems. At the same time, it actually increases usable performance. This is unique
to the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array. All controllers can be active and serve as a stand-by to another
controller or controllers with the same protocol. This has traditionally been done in an active-active storage
controller arrangement. Providing this availability without a storage controller performance decrease
required running every storage controller at no more than 50%. When a storage controller fails the standby
can take over the failed storage controller load without impacting performance for any of the applications
using either storage controller. This is not very cost effective.
And although the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array can be run the same way with its multiple controllers,
it also has a better active-standby methodology that’s more cost effective and efficient. It takes a page from
RAID. The Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array can use a standby controller for multiple active controllers.
This spreads the storage controller failure risk while
running the storage controllers at a higher performance
level. When a controller fails, the standby controller runs
the failed workload over at the exact same performance
as before the failover. Four storage controllers running at
63% performance with a standby is putting out
approximately the same performance as five storage
controllers running at 50% performance each. When the
four storage controllers are each running at 80% of their
performance, they are providing 28% more performance
than the five storage controllers running at 50%.
The Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array also solves the RAID rebuild time issue. When a drive fails, multiple
controllers swarm the rebuild. Drive rebuilds use patented technology called Pavilion SwarmControllerTM
that leverages the power of multiple controllers to rebuild drives orders of magnitude faster. The results
are drive rebuilds at a rate less than 5 min/TB. Compared to other storage systems that take hours or even
days.
There is another area of enhanced availability that the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array exclusively brings
to the table, and that’s significantly better data availability. Data is
the life blood or crown jewels of every organization. Protecting
that data from loss or corruption is paramount. Pavilion recognizes
and prioritizes that paradigm. To that effect it provides redirect on
write (ROW) snapshots and read/writable cloning. It also goes
much further by implementing a patent pending data versioning
that goes beyond standard T10-diff that protects against native
drive bit rot and SSD silent corruption.
As SSDs get bigger the probability of a dropped, torn, or lost write
increases. A drive can simply miss a write. Pavilion invented an
increased level of data assurance they call “Versioning”. Pavilion
HyperParallel Flash Array versioning is patent pending. When the
Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array writes a 4K block, there is the
standard checksum area for the T10-diff, RAID, and parity.
Pavilion goes a step further by adding a versioning in the custom
metadata. Each 4K block has a version number that is kept in the
metadata. As data is read from a drive, Pavilion makes sure the
checksum is correct. If not, they rebuild from parity. Pavilion also makes sure the version is the same. If not,
it means a write was dropped. When that happens, they again rebuild from parity. Keep in mind that the
Pavilion HyperParallel Array does this versioning and version checking at no cost to its tremendous
performance.
One more thing when it comes to availability. The Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array has no single points
of failure. All critical components are minimally redundant.

How Pavilion HyperParallel Data Platform Compares in the Market
When it comes to performance, and performance density, no other storage system currently on the market
comes close. No brand name players and no startups. This is true for block, file, object. And when it comes
to performance and capacity density, there is no system that’s close. Period Most vendors will publish their
read and write IOPS, but only their read throughput. Few publish their write throughput or latency because
it is so much worse than their read results. The Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array is best-in-class for big
blocks, files, and objects; small blocks, files, and objects; latency, IOPS, and throughput.
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A general performance and density comparison to the Gartner MQ AFA vendors in the table below shows
the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array has distinctive performance, performance density, capacity, capacity
density, and storage type advantages versus each and every one of them.

Vendor

Product

Block

File

Object

Max Raw Capacity

Rack Units

HPFA

120 GBps Read
90 GBps Write
20M IOPS
25µs latency

Single/Global NS
90/75+ Read GBps
56/50+ GBps Write
4.5M IOPS

Single/Global NS
80/60+ Read GBps
35/40+ GBps Write
4.5M IOPS

Up to 2.2 PB

4 RU

SFA18kx (Hybrid)

Up to 90 GBps Read
3.2M IOPS Read

N/A

N/A

360 TB NVMe Flash +
48 SAS HDDs

4 RU

AI400X

N/A

Single NS
Up to 48 GBps Read
Up to 34 GBps Write
3M IOPS Read

N/A

360 TB

2 RU

PowerMax 8000

43.75 GBps Read
4.9M IOPS
≤200µs latency

N/A

N/A

1.9 PB

10 RU

Isilon PowerScale

N/A

15 GBps Read
≥1.2 ms latency

15 GBps Read
≥1.2 ms latency

924 TB

4 RU

Excelero

NVMesh

46 GBps Read
10M IOPS
31µs latency

N/A

N/A

154 TB

4 RU

Fungible

FS1600

60 GBps Read
15M IOPS
≥110µs latency

N/A

N/A

367 TB

4 RU for dual
controller HA

NetApp

AFF EF600

44 GBps Read
2M IOPS
≥200µs latency

44 GBps Read
2M IOPS
≥200µs latency

Unpublished

734 TB

4 RU for dual
controller HA

FlashArray//X

~36 GBps Read
Up to 9.6M IOPS Read
~100-150µs latency
w/SCM read cache
~800-900 µs w/o SCM

N/A

N/A

Up to 512 TB

3 Ru to 9 RU

FlashArray//C

~25 GBps Read
Up to 6.7M IOPS Read
~3.5-4ms latency

N/A

N/A

Up to 1.39 PB

3 Ru to 9 RU

FlashBlade

N/A

Up to 780 TB

4 RU

VAST

NVMe Enclosure

N/A

Distributed FS
Up to 40 GBps Read
Up to 5 GBps Write

Unpublished

675 TB

2 RU

Weka

WekaFS

N/A

Parallel FS
Up to 40 GBps Read
Up to 17 GBps Write
2.2M IOPS Read

N/A

1.024 PB

4 RU for dual
controller HA

Pavilion

DDN

Dell EMC

PureStorage

Distributed FS
~15 GBps Read
Unpublished but
Up to 2.4M NFS IOPS R similar to file numbers
~250µs latency

Take the example of Dell EMC, the biggest storage system vendor in the world with their top-of-the-line
PowerMax high-performance storage system. It tops out at best, 15M read IOPS, 100 µs latency, 350GBps
read throughout (no write throughput published), and 1.2PB SSD capacity (after deduplication and
compression) with eight scale-out nodes in 80 RU or two full racks. No matter how it’s evaluated it comes
in well behind the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array in performance, performance density, and capacity
density. And note that the Dell EMC PowerMax only support block.
Or consider PureStorage all flash arrays in both block and file. PureStorage publishes little in the way of
performance data and none at all when it comes to writes. But even the read performance of their highest
performing FlashArray//X is 60% less than the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array. PureStorage FlashBlades
are approximately a whopping 87% less - 80% less than Pavilion’s global namespace.
DDN always touts their storage performance. But their file read performance based on their Lustre
EXAScaler® EXA V5.2 in their AI400 storage system comes up wanting versus the Pavilion HyperParallel
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Flash Array. A single chassis Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array is nearly twice as fast as the DDN AI400. The
AI400 delivers approximately 47% less read performance and 36% less when comparing to Pavilion’s global
namespace. Write performance is also substantially less at approximately 40% lower performance versus a
single chassis Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array and 32% lower performance when comparing to Pavilion’s
global namespace. The DDN SFA18kx block storage tops out at approximately 25% less read performance
than the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array. And remember, each additional Pavilion HyperParallel Flash
Array linearly scales both performance and capacity for block, file, and object.
VAST Data file read performance on their All QLC Flash Array is a brand-new architecture that has
substantially lower performance than the Pavilion HyperParallel Array. VAST All QLC Flash Array file read
performance comes in at less than half or approximately 56% less than the Pavilion HyperParallel Array on
a per chassis basis, and approximately 47% less than Pavilion’s global namespace. Writes are much worse
delivering 91% less performance than the Pavilion HyperParallel Array on a per chassis basis, and
approximately 90% less than Pavilion’s global namespace. NOTE: QLC Flash additionally has an order of
magnitude lower endurance than TLC.
Whether it’s block, file, or object, the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array performance is far ahead of the
pack.
Flexibility is a crucial major market advantage for the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array. Very few storage
systems support block, file, and object. Fewer yet do so without prioritizing one protocol over another when
it comes to performance and functionality. Performance is optimized for one type, not all. And when it
comes to supporting external parallel file systems, the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array stands alone
supporting Spectrum Scale, Lustre, and BeeGFS. And that translates into fewer systems, rack space, cables,
cable management, transceivers, power, cooling, training, troubleshooting, much lowers costs and more.
Availability is another area where the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array has set a bar higher than it has
ever been. Downtime is costly. Drive rebuilds take time. Troubleshooting lost writes is painstaking and takes
a lot of time. Time is money. Whether it be system or data availability, no other current storage system
matches the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array. Nor do they match its cost effectiveness.
Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array Cost Advantage
The Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array has a huge cost advantage in both out-of-pocket
total cost of ownership (TCO) and opportunity costs – a.k.a. above the line costs – versus
major storage players and startups.
TCO is much more than the price of the storage system. It includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Net purchase price (hardware and software).
Net means after all discounts.
Maintenance costs for three to five years above and beyond the warranty.
(Or in lieu of purchase and maintenance, subscription price over three to five years.)
Power.
Cooling.
Switches/switch ports.
Servers to run storage services stack, management, or parallel file systems.
Cables, transceivers, conduit.
Cable management.
Rack units (RU) consumed times allocated data center overhead per RU.
Training costs.
Indirect supporting infrastructure costs.
o Switch ports, switches, cables, cable management, transceivers, conduit, plus power,
cooling, maintenance, and UPS for these systems.
Tech refresh costs.
Productivity costs or gains tied to application response time.
Time-to-market costs or gains tied to application storage performance.
Actionable insight costs or gains tied to analytic storage performance.

In each of these TCO items, the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array shines. Net purchase price
is fair and comparable to similar high performance storage systems. Maintenance is based on
MSRP (manufacturer’s suggested retail price), making the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array
maintenance fair and comparable to similar high performance storage systems.
But where the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array significantly outshines other storage systems
is its performance and capacity density. That density reduces a lot of significant costs including
power, cooling, switches, switch ports, cables, transceivers, conduit, cable management, and
RU consumption-allocated overhead. That gives the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array a major
cost advantage.
Tech refresh is another Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array cost advantage. The global namespace makes it
easy to upgrade in the file and object protocols. Simply implement the new system or systems and use the
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global namespace to migrate the data behind the scenes transparently to the applications. Tech refresh for
block and within the chassis is also simple. Replace each controller one at a time. Allow the removed
controller to fail over to the standby controller. Install the new controller and repeat until all controllers are
replaced. Again, transparently to the application. For the SSDs, there are multiple simple processes
depending on the protocol. All of these tech refresh processes can be completely transparent to the
applications. In other words, no downtime.
It is the opportunity costs, or in the case of the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array, the opportunity gains
that mark a sharp cost difference from all other storage systems. As pointed out in the beginning of this
paper, research on application subsecond response times have revealed massive productivity gains. When
those response times drop to approximately 400 ms or .4 seconds user productivity more than doubles.
The Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array with its best-in-class latency and performance, makes those
response times possible.
Modern applications are IOPS and/or throughput hungry. Too often they are waiting on the storage system,
slowing the time-to-market and time-to-insight. Once again, the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array speeds
up the storage performance, eliminating modern application wait times, accelerating time-to-market and
time-to-actionable-insights. These accelerations create new revenues and profits that would not have been
possible. Opportunity costs/gains can in fact be considerably larger than typical below the line costs. It
depends on the industry and the modern application.
Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array flexibility and availability adds to its gigantic cost advantage. Multisystem, multi-protocol, multi-high-speed ports reduce the number of storage systems required. Fewer
storage systems mean reduced storage silos, data movement, switch ports, switches, cables, cable
management, transceivers, conduit, power, cooling, UPS, etc. That translates into much reduced direct and
indirect storage costs.
Availability cost is about downtime costs from hardware or data failures and reduced performance when a
system component fails. The Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array is designed to avoid both hardware and
data failures while maintaining performance when a system component fails. Significant cost savings.
The key point to remember is that low prices does not mean low costs. A complete TCO is always a better
comparison. And because of all of aforementioned Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array advantages, it
delivers best-in-class TCO.

Conclusion
Time is money. Subsecond application response times translate into huge productivity gains, faster timeto-market, and faster-time-to-strategic-insights. Faster storage performance shortens response times and
increases productivity. Modern applications are hungry for faster storage performance. Faster time-tomarket and faster time-to-strategic-insights increases real revenues and profits. Storage density in both
performance and capacity has a massive impact on cost. This adds up to a major financial impact to the
bottom line.
So does the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array’s unprecedented flexibility and availability. Flexibility
translates into fewer systems, fewer storage silos, less rack space, fewer switch ports, switches, cables,
transceivers, conduit, cable management, power, cooling, UPS, etc. Fewer translates into lower cost.
System and data availability without performance degradation is another Pavilion HyperParallel Flash
Array preeminent strength that reduces cost.
This is where the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array stands alone. It provides the best performance,
performance density, capacity density, flexibility, availability, and lowest overall TCO.

Final Word
Pavilion has a marketing slogan of faster-than-the-speed of light. There is some truth to that hyperbole. As
speed increases, time slows down. It’s called time dilation. The amount of time consumed by storage as
performance increases slows. Time-is-money.
For more detailed information about the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Arrays please go to:
•
•
•

Website: http://www.pavilion.io/
Email: info@paviliondata.io
Phone: (669) 263-6900
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